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THE PERSIAN VERSION OF 'ZIJ-l JAMIe'
BY KOSy AR GiLANi
The text I want to introduce here is the Persian translation of Kusyar's Zij-i
jaml. The original Arabic text was written about 1000 years ago and the Persian
version one hundred years afterwards. Kusyar Gilani (also known as Kusyar b.
Labban aI-Jili) whose life and works have been the focus of my research into the
history of astronomy and mathematics, was from the northern province of Iran
called Gilan which is situated on the southern coast of the Caspian Sea.
According to Suter in his book Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Amber
und ibre Werke l Kusyar lived between the years 971 and 1029 AD. However,
according to A. Qurbani in his precious Persian biographical work on the
mathematicians of the Islamic period", some references and examples found in
Zij-i jamf and Kusyar's astrological book imply that he lived a few decades earlier,
say, between 940 an~JOI0 AD. There is little data about his biography which
includes some ambiguities.
The province of Gilan, Kusyar's native land, is covered by forests and separated
from central Iran by the Alborz mountain range and was therefore conquered by
Arabs much later than the rest of the country. Hence, Iranian culture and civilization
both resisted Arab influence and lasted longer in the region. Even after the acceptance
of Islam, most rulers of the region were Shiites mostly accepted by Iranians. These
rulers made their court as a place of refuge for thinkers and scientists like al-Btrunl,
Avicenna and Nasir tJusraw.
At the time of Kusyar there were still many Zoroastrians in Gilan. The name
Kfisyar is a pure Persian name and its original form was Gusyar, consisting of the
name Gus and the suffix ytu. In ancient Iran, all the months had 30 days and each
day of the month had a special name. The 14th day of each month was called Gus,
after the name of the Zoroastrian angel of useful quadrupeds. Gusfollowed by the
suffix yar means a gift from Gus or aided by Gus. Kfisyar had apparently accepted
Islam because he had chosen the Arabic title Abu al-Hasan, which means Hasan's
father. In this respect, he can be compared with Btzan Ibn Rustam Kuhi, an
astronomer and mathematician of the same transitional period, from the
neighbouring province of Tabaristan which had a imilar natural and social
environment. Blzan, having a Persian name, chose the
ic title Abu Sahl for
himself. The social and historical situation of Gilan and Tab . tan at the time of
Kusyar is described in detail by the late Prof. Ali Mazaheri in t e introduction to
1. H. Suter, Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Amber und Ihre Werke, ipzig, 1900, p. 83.
2. A. Qurbani, Zindigi-nama-yi riya(lidanan-i dawra-yi islami,\ ehran, 13 (1986), p. 414.
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his book, Les origines persanes de l'eritbmetique', which includes the French
translation of Kusyar's book on arithmetic. Although Kusyar was born in Gilan he
lived in the great, ancient city of Rayy (near modern Tehran) where he met al
Biriini.
Kiisyar was an eminent figure in mathematics and astronomy during the Islamic
period. In a Persian book entitled Cahar msqsl«, written in 1155 by C AriiQi
Samarqandi", a good command of Kusyar's book on astrology is mentioned as
being necessary for any astronomer. Furthermore Sa'di, the famous 13th century
Iranian poet, in one of his poems about humility names Kusyar as a symbol of a
wise scientist. 5
There is also an interesting reference to Kiisyar6 in the preface to a Persian
medical compendium entitled QalJira-yi /f'arazmsahi, written by Sayyid Isma'fl
Jurjanl, According to Jurjani, Knsyar wrote only when he was calm and relaxed
and his books were written very neatly in a good hand. When he was told that his
style of writing required too much time to complete a single book, his response
was: 'Yes, it takes much time, but once I am gone, people won't be concerned with
how long I took to write them, but rather the quality and contents of the books.'
Several of Kusyar's works, all in Arabic, are extant. His famous book on
arithmetic Usiil-i 1)isab el-Hind (Principles of Hindu Reckoning) is translated and
commented in Hebrew, English, French and Persian. This book was the oldest
extant Arabic work on Hindu reckoning until 1966 when the late Prof. Ahmad
Salim Saidan introduced, in Isis', the book al-Fu~a1 fi a1-1)isab el-bindi (Chapters
on Hindu Reckoning) written by Abii al-Hasan Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim Uqlidisi who
lived in Damascus some decades before Kiisyar's time.
Kusyar's famous book on astrology is his Mujma1 al-u~ii1 fi a1}kam el-nujiim
(Summary of Principles of Astrology) also called a1-MadlJal fi ~inaCat a1)kam al
nujnm (Introduction to Art of Astrology). This work has been translated into, and
commented in, Persian, Turkish and Chinese. Prof. Michio Yano of Kyoto Sangyo
University plans to publish its original Arabic text with an English translation.
In addition to Zij-i jam!, which is his most important astronomical work, Kusyar
wrote another zIj called ZIj-i belig (Expressive Astronomical Tables) of which
only a short chapter on the application of the planets' cycles according to Indian
belief is found in the Mulla Firuz manuscript collection in Bombay.
Kusyar also wrote a treatise on the astrolabe. Several manuscripts of this.work
are extant, but the supposed Persian manuscript of this treatise, entitled Irsad a1
usturlsb (Introduction to [the use of] the Astrolabe), in Tehran's Majlis Library is
not truely its translation.
3. M. Mazaheri, Les origines persanes de l'eritbmetique, Universite de Nice, 1975.
4. Nizaml cArii4i, Caharmaqala, ed. Muhammad Mu'In, 3rd printing, Tehran, 1333 (1954), p. 89.
5. Sacdi, Bustan, English tr, H. Wilberforce Clarke, London, 1879, pp. 245-6.
6. Isma'fl Jurjani, Qa!Jira-yi If'arazmsahi, facsim. ed. by CA.-A. Sa,di Sirjani, Tehran, 1355 (1976),

p.644.
7. A. S. Saidan, 'The earliest extant Arabic arithmetic', Isis, 57 (1966), pp. 475-490.
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Zij-i jamiC was written in the year 352/963 and means 'universal zi]' or
'comprehensive zij', ZIj is an ancient Persian word which originally referred to the
parallel threads of a textile but, because of the similarity between the parallel lines
of astronomical tables and the threads, came to be used for collections of
astronomical materials and tables. The ancient form of the word was zig, as in Zig
i ~ahryar(The Royal Astronomical Tables), the well-known astronomical work of
the Sassanid period. In Arabic it became zi] and entered Latin astronomical texts
as zich or ezich.
Carl Brockelmann in his Geschichte der Arabischen Litterature has assigned
only one zij, named Zij al-jamic wa 'l-balig, to Kusyar. 8 However, other sources,
such as l:Iajji ijalifa, mention the Zij aI-jam! and the Zij al-balig as two distinct
works," Kusyar himself, in the introduction of his astrological book, explicitly speaks
of composing two zijes entitled jam! and balit. Prof. E. S. Kennedy and Dr. B. van
Dalen believe that the differences found in the manuscripts of Zij-i ja.m! may be
explained by the fact that Kusyar wrote two independent zijes. Final judgement
may be made easier when a manuscript of Zij-i halig comes to light or a complete
critical edition of Zij-i jamic is published.
Manuscripts of the original Arabic text of Zij-i jam! are extant in Leiden,
Berlin, Moscow, Istanbul, Cairo and Alexandria'? and I have examined photos,
films or prints of manuscripts keptin Leiden, Berlin, Cairo (213, Dar al-Kutub al
Misriya), and also those of the Yeni Jami", Fatih and Vehbi Efendi collections in
Istanbul.
Zij-i jamiC is arranged in four books or msqslss: the first on Abwab or
introduction; the second on Jadwalor tables; the third on Hey'et or spherical
astronomy and the fourth on Burhan or proofs. Most manuscripts of this ztj are
incomplete, containing just one or two books out of the four, for example,
Prof. David King has listed five manuscripts extant in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriya,
Cairo, none of them consisting of more than two books. Nevertheless, the Leiden
manuscript (No. 1054) is complete and just one third of the fourth book is missing
from the Yeni Jami" manuscript. The Fatih manuscript in Istanbul (No. 3418) also
seemed to be complete according to the table of contents prepared by Fuad I.l:Iaddad.
However, while examining it recent! y, I found that part of the first book was missing.
The manuscripts of Baladiya Library in Alexandria and the Lenin Public Library
of Moscow are reported to be exquisite. Prof. Kennedy has given a summarized
account of the contents of this zij in his Survey of the Islamic Astronomical Tables.
Prof. J. L. Berggren of Simon Fraser University (Canada) has published an
article on the spherical trigonometry in Zij-i jamic and Dr. Benno van Dalen has
analysed two tables of this ztj on true solar longitude and equation of time in his

8. Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Littereuu; 1943-9, suppl. 1, p. 397.
9.ijajji Ijalifa, Kasf sl-zutitm, Tehran, 1387 H. (1967), vol. 2, column 968.
10. F. Sezgin, Gescbicbte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 6 (astronomy), 1978, vol. VI, pp. 247-8.
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doctoral thesis entitled: Ancient and Medieval Astronomical Tables. The Zij-i jam!
has also been translated into Russian by ljursid CAbdallahzada,
According to Hajjt Hallfa in his Kasfel-zuntin, this zij has been translated into
Persian by Muhammad b. 'Umar b. Abi Talib Tabrlzt.!' The only known manuscript
of this Persian version is extant in the library of Leiden University under No.1 056,
and contains only the first book which has 8 chapters. Since Hajji Halifa speaks of
this zij having 8 chapters'f, maybe the other three books of the zij have not been
translated into Persian.
This Persian translation of the first book of Zij-i Jamie is written on 26 folios
followed by miscellaneous tables on astronomy, astrology and the calendar which
are not relevant to those of Zij-i jtuni', We can assume that this manuscript was
written after 689/1289-90 because a zij in verse, bearing that date, and written in
the same hand is bound in with it.
In the opening, the translator praises Allah and his prophet, esteems his master
and mentions that the translation has been prepared at the request of a certain Ja'far
Ibn Ayyaz, in the year 483/1089, in the era of Abu al-Fath Maliksah Ibn Muhammad.
The latter is undoubtedly the Maliksah son of Alb Arslan of the Saljuk dynasty of
Khorasan who ruled over a vast area from the Oxus to Asia Minor between years
1072 and 1091. Following Maliksah's order in 1074, a group of astronomers,
including 'Umar Hayyam, composed Zij-i Jalali also called Zij-i Ma1iksahi. They
improved the Iranian calendar and devised the Jalali or Malik! calendar, which is
still the base of the Iranian formal calendar. One of the tables given in the colophon
of the Persian translation of Zij-i jam! is made on the basis of the Jalali calendar.
After this introduction the translator adds that he has examined several ancient
and recent zIjes and has selected this one to be translated from Arabic into Persian.
Then begins Kusyar's own preface in which he points out the deficiencies he had
seen in other zijes and which he has decided to avoid in his own work. Specifically,
Kiisyar points to Almagest and claims he has attempted to compose a zij covering
materials either lacking enough explanation or proof in the latter or missing, and
containing both applied and theoretical subjects. The text follows with the first
book in 8 chapters consisting in total of 85 babs or sections.
The titles of the 8 chapters are as follows: on calendars; on sine tables and
interpolations; on tangent tables; on positioning of planets; on ascendants of the
day and the night; on eclipses; on subjects of lesser necessity.
The astronomical terminology is mostly borrowed from Arabic. However, some
Persian equivalents are introduced some of which are found in al-Biriini's Persian
version of a1- Teibim. Like a1-Tafhim, throughout the work the word allab is used
for the sun, while in modern Persian the word lJursid is commonly used.
The manuscript was certainly written by an insufficiently qualified scribe and
contains repetitions and dislocations as well as having some words or phrases
II. ijajji ijalifa, Kasf sl-zunim, vol. 2, column 971.
12. Ibid.
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missing. Consequently while writing down the text I have frequently had to consult
the original Arabic but, in some cases, the omission also occurs in an Arabic
manuscript. For example, in the first section of the second chapter on sines of arcs,
there is a fragment on the value of the sine of one degree the proof of which is
referred to in the fourth book. This fragment is found in the Leiden and Berlin
manuscripts, but not in the Persian translation. The same fragment is missing in the
Yeni Jamie manuscript. Here, Kiisyar mentions an approximation for the sine of
one degree, the value being correct to 3 sexagesimal or 5 decimal significant figures.
Four centuries after Kusyar, another Iranian scientist, Giya] aI-din Jamsld Kasani
(better known as al-Kasi), found an elegant method for calculating this number to
arbitrary precision, and calculated a value correct to 17 decimal figures. 13
From a calligraphical point of view, some'dots' are missing as is the case with
most manuscripts. The four letters belonging exclusively to Persian alphabet, Pe
(~), Ce (~, 'le <) and Ge (S) are written as their Arabic equivalents, Be (~), Je (c),
Ze (j), and Ke (!J) respectively. The name of ab the 11th Syriac month is written
with two alit's at the beginning (~") which was new to me. The ordinal numbers of
the sections in each chapter, the number of days of each month and the coordinates
of planets are shown by the abjad numeration system. The difference between
several calendars counted in days is written in Hindu-Arabic numerals. Other
numbers are written in the form of words. The same style is followed in the Arabic
texts of the zIj . In addition in the third and fourth sections of the first chapter the
Persian verb meaning 'we take' is in an unusual form, biigirim (r-'-~)' still used in
the dialect of Mazandaran, formerly Tabaristan, in northern Iran.
In the second section of the first chapter Kl1syardiscusses the Iranian calendar.
He gives the names of the Persian months; names which have been formally applied
again according to a law approved in 1925. Each ancient Persian month had 30
days and the solar year had 12 months plus five intercalary days (o~~j~ ~ or
4i~ 'L.>-). These five days had special names, now only used by Zoroastrians.
Kiisyar writes that to compensate for the excess of the solar year which amounts to
a quarter of a day, every 120 years one extra month was counted in ancient Iran, so
that after each 120 years the first month of the year was shifted one month forward
to keep close to the vernal equinox. The five intercalary days were observed before
the month in which the sun entered Aries. At the time of Anusirvan, the famous
Sassanid king, the vernal equinox was in Agar, so the five extra days were counted
after the earlier month of A ban. After the conquest of Iran by the Arabs, this tradition
was not continued and this caused some difficulties in administrational affairs. In
the year 365 of the Hijra, the sun entered Aries at the beginning of FarvardIn. Then
the Iranians shifted the intercalary days 4 months forward, so that instead of
following Aban (now the eighth month) they followed Isfandarmag (now the 12th
month), and this continued up to Kusyar's time. Kusyar adds, 'In our region of
13. A. P. Youschkevitch and B. A. Rosenfeld, 'Al-Kasht (or al-Kashani), Ghiyath aI-Din Jamshid
MasCUd', in Dictionary of Scientific Biography, vol. 7,1981, p. 259.
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Gurgan and Tabaristan, people still observe the five intercalary days after Aban,
because they believe the shifting of the days is a Zoroastrian tradition, and should
be avoided'. As Taqlzada cites in his Persian book Chronology in Ancient Iran14 ,
according to Sayb MOsa Nasrl Hamadani, up to 1939 the ancient names of the
months were used in Mazandaran province, and the people there still observed the
five intercalary days at the end of Aban.
To conclude, I quote a poem from Sa'di's Biistan which refers to KOsyar and
was translated by H. Wilberforce Clarke in 1879:
'A certain one had a little skill in astronomy;
But, he possessed a head intoxicated with pride.
From the far road he came to Kusyar,
- A heart full of desire; a head full of pride.
The sage used to close his eyes from him,
He used not to teach him a single letter.
When portionless he resolved to return,
The sage, neck-exalting, said to him:
Thou hast imagined thyself full of wisdom;
A vase that is full, how may it take more.
Thou art full of pretension; on that account, thou go est empty from me;
Come empty; so that thou mayst become full of truth.

Sa'di-like, in the world, of self-conciousness,
Become void, and return full of knowledge of God. '
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(Persian translation of a passage of Zij-i jami by Kusyar Gilani in Section 2,
Chapter 8 Book 1).
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